PBM Solutions by DataRx,
the difference is visible!

Pharmaceutical
Manufacturer Rebates
Undisclosed Mail Order Revenue
Undisclosed Retail Network Revenue
Negotiated Administration Fee

Traditional PBM Revenue

Most PBM partnerships are fraught with conflicts
of interest, the plan is misdirected and the goals
of the employer and PBM are out of alignment.
PBMs often keep hidden revenue streams that
should be returned to the plan sponsor and
intentionally make it difficult to see how they
are really making their money.
Traditional PBMs try to sell value through low
administrative fees, high pharmacy discounts,
low dispensing fees and artificially inflated rebate
payments. But additional pharmacy discounts,
hidden mark-up or “spread” pricing, rebate
earnings, and other pharmaceutical incentives may
not be completely disclosed, leaving you guessing
as to the real cost of your plan.
Our transparent pass-through model focuses
on helping clients understand the industry and
manage drug spending. The complexity of the
traditional model vanishes and a productive
partnership is the net result.

Transparency delivered to your desktop!
Since the inception of our PBM Solutions, DataRx
has endeavored to change the buying habits of
the pharmacy benefits management industry.
Historically, PBMs were selected by comparisons
that only evaluated a few components such as
the administration fee, AWP discounts, dispensing
fees and rebates, but these discounts and fees
only represent a small portion of the total drug
spend. What matters most is the cost of each
therapeutic category and the drugs that are
actually being used. By focusing on the drug mix
and costs by therapeutic class, we can help you
achieve the lowest drug cost.

No hidden revenue streams

“We have eliminated
the hidden mark-up
or ‘spread’ and do
not retain rebates,
network discounts
or incentives.”

DataRx PBM Solutions provides value in
competitive pricing strategies, focus on the
appropriate drug mix, and rebates where and
when they make sense. Our fully transparent
pharmacy benefits model is fully aligned with
the customer’s goals and objectives. We have
eliminated the hidden mark-up or “spread”
and do not retain rebates, network discounts
or incentives. Our sole motivation is to maximize
generic savings opportunities, select the
lowest net cost brands in the formulary
decision process and implement other cost
reduction strategies.

The RxSense Administrator Program
Provides instant access to:
• Negotiated pharmacy network rates
• Claim paid amounts
• Dynamic audit tools that validate claim
billing and payment per agreement
• Generic MAC pricing tables for review, audit,
and validation
- No other PBM makes their MAC table
			 instantly available to their customers
• Transparent rebates
		 - Easy identification of rebatable claims
		 - Accounting of claims submitted
		 - Reconciliation of what is received
			 and has been still outstanding
		 - Rebates paid out in the same
			 month they are received—typically 30-60
			 days sooner than traditional PBMs
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		 - Pass through of 100% of all money 		
			 received less administration fee

Guarantees:
• No NDC repackaging for financial gain
• No conflict of interest

